Background of the Ohio Company of Associates  
By Irene D. Neu

The Ohio Company of Associates grew out of a petition to “his Excellency, the President and Honorable Delegates of the United States of America in Congress assembled,” framed by Brigadier – General Rufus Putnam, acting for a group of officers encamped at Newburgh, New York, in the last year of the Revolution (1783). Signed by 288 officers “in the Continental line of the army,” the petition reminded Congress of its promise of “certain Grants of Land” to officers and soldiers who served to the “establishment of Peace.” The petitioners asked that the grants be located in the Ohio country and that provision be made for the sale of additional land “to such of the Army as wish to become adventurers,” that is, investors in the frontier. Putnam forwarded the petition to General George Washington, Commander-in-Chief of the American army, with the request that he lay it before Congress, together with his own commendation.

Washington forwarded the Newburgh petition to the Congress of the Confederation without immediate result, but Putnam continued his interest in land in the West. In 1786 he and General Benjamin Tupper drew up a circular describing the riches of the Ohio country and inviting those persons who wished to become “adventurers” to join in an association, with the object of acquiring land there and promoting settlement. On March 1, 1786, at a meeting at the Bunch of Grapes Tavern in Boston, representatives of potential investors from eleven counties in Massachusetts formed the Ohio Company of Associates.

In the course of a year 250 investors acquired shares in the Ohio Company. On 8 March 1787, the Company appointed three associates, Putnam, Samuel H. Parsons, and the Reverend Manasseh Cutler to apply to the Congress for 600,000 acres “northwest of the River Ohio,” to be paid for in depreciated continental currency or in military rights, that is, land bonuses to which veterans were entitle. Acting for the committee, Parsons presented the Ohio Company’s proposal to Congress, without success.

In July, 1787, Cutler, a man with wide contacts in the American states, arrived in New York City (where Congress then met), to try anew on behalf of the Ohio Company for a grant of land in Ohio. Initially he asked Congress for a million acres, but as the days passed he changed his proposal. In the end, acting not only for the Ohio Company but also for a syndicate of New Yorkers that came to be known as the Scioto Company, he agreed to two contracts that together provided for the purchase of 3,000,000 acres, but because the contracts were separate the Ohio Company was able to pursue an independent course.

The contract between the Board of Treasury of the United States (which then administered land affairs), and the Ohio Company stipulated the sale to the company of 1,500,000 acres in what is now southeast Ohio for $1,000,000. The contract acknowledged the payment of one-half the purchase price, the second $500,000 to be paid one month after the completion of a survey of the exterior lines of the tract. Within seven years the company was to provide the federal...
government an internal survey of the grant "Laid out and divided into Townships [six miles square] and fractional parts of Townships and also divided into Lots," according to the Land Ordinance of 1785. In addition to the company's purchase, Congress granted lot (that is, section) sixteen in each township for schools, lot twenty-nine for purposes of religion, and two townships for a university. Sections eight, eleven, and twenty-six remained "Congress lands." Samuel Osgood and Arthur Lee signed the contract for the Board of Treasury; Cutler and Winthrop Sargent for the Ohio Company.

Appointed superintendent of the Ohio Company, Putnam arrived at the confluence of the Muskingum and Ohio Rivers on 7 April 1788 with a company of men to found a settlement, subsequently named Marietta. While the work of surveying, clearing, and building went on, the company's directors attempted to raise the remaining $500,000 owed to the government. In October 1789 Richard Platt, a New York merchant and the company's treasurer, reported that shareholders were almost $300,000 in arrears for their subscriptions of company stock, but had all of them paid up, the company still would have been short of the money that was owed. In addition, trouble with the Indians on the company's land meant the hiring of guards, the building of fortifications, and the curtailing of settlements. In 1790 Congress accepted a plan proposed by Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the Treasury, to fund all outstanding federal and state debts, a plan that effectively raised the depreciated currency to par value. Investment in the Ohio Company dried up. In 1792 Platt went bankrupt, owing the company some $50,000.

By that time the directors of the company had abandoned hope of meeting the terms of the contract of 1787. They were unsuccessful in negotiating a reduction in price for the original 1,500,000 acres, but on 23 April, 1792, Congress confirmed the company's right to the 750,000 acres for which they had paid, and granted an additional 214,285 acres for locating army bounty rights, and another 100,000 acres contingent on their being given in lots of 100 acres to actual settlers – the so-called "Donation Lands." The company received patents (or deeds) for all three parcels.

“There remains not much to be said of the Ohio Company,” according to Alfred Mathews, writing in H.Z. Williams & Brother’s History of Washington County, Ohio (1881). “When the final settlement was made with Congress its mission was practically closed.” At a meeting of the company held at Marietta in late 1795 and continuing into early 1796, the directors and agents of the company made a final division of land among the 819 shareholders. When the division was completed, each share had been allocated 1,173 acres, divided more or less as follows: one city lot, one three acre lot, one eight acre lot, one 100 acre lot, one 180 acre lot, one 260 acre lot, and one 640 acre lot. Thus ownership of the land passed from the company to individuals, who were free to use or dispose of it as they willed. But a vestige of the Ohio Company was to linger on for many years, thanks to the interest of Nahum Ward.

In the treasury of the company at the time of the final division of its assets was a sum of Georgia’s Revolutionary War currency that had not been accepted by the United States at the time of the Hamiltonian assumption of state debts. Thinking it worthless, the directors of the company failed to distribute it to the shareholders at the time of the final settlement. Ward, who arrived in Marietta in 1810, saw a possibility for profit in the certificates, and in order to gain possession of them bought up shares of the company, which he usually acquired for very small amounts. For years he fought in the federal courts for the government to pay the face value of the currency he held, plus compound interest from the date of issuance. The Supreme Court finally settled the case, finding against Ward’s claim, in 1870, nine years after the claimant’s death. The court’s decision effectively ended the affairs of the Ohio Company.
Scope and Content

The Manuscripts and Documents of the Ohio Company of Associates document the role played by a group of Revolutionary War officers in opening the Old Northwest Territory to organized settlement. The total number of items in the collection is approximately 1,400. Of these, about 450 items were conserved and digitized. The remaining items were inventoried and all the materials are preserved in the special collections department of the Marietta College library, where they are accessible to researchers.

Statement of Arrangement

The collection was arranged into four series, as follows:

Series I – Business Records

Series I consists of 276 items, dating from 1786 through 1805. Included is the directors' book of minutes which was transcribed in a two-volume work entitled The Records of the Original Proceedings of the Ohio Company, edited by Archer Butler Hulbert and published by the Marietta Historical Commission in 1917.

Also included are lists of Ohio Company proprietors, their payments for shares, and the lot numbers of the land drawn in their names; lists of military subscribers to the Ohio Company and records of the sales of military bounty land warrants; deeds to unappropriated Ohio Company land; donation tract deeds; and transfers of Ohio Company shares.

The Ohio Company's financial transactions, from the purchase of office supplies to the payments to surveyors, are documented with bills and receipts accumulated by the directors, treasurers, and agents. Also represented are financial accounts of their dealings with proprietors. Records of land distributed in the Donation Tract (federal government land granted to the Ohio Company for free distribution to settlers) and surveyors’ descriptions of the settlers’ 100-acre lots are also included.

Series II – Correspondence

Series II contains 80 letters and drafts of letters, dating from 1788 to 1808. The primary correspondents are Manasseh Cutler, Rufus Putnam, and Benjamin Tallmadge, important officers of the Ohio Company who discussed the Company's business affairs. Other correspondents are Ohio Company agents and proprietors.

Series III – Surveyors’ Field Notes

Series III consists of 57 field notebooks dating from 1788 through 1817. To assist researchers in locating land in a particular township and range, an index to the notebooks was compiled. Notebooks for the following surveyors are included: James Backus, Ebenezer Buckingham, [unknown] Greene, Abel Mathews, John Mathews, Rufus Putnam, William R. Putnam, Levi Barber, Ebenezer Sproat, Benjamin F. Stone, Anselm Tupper, Levi Whipple, Jeffery Mathewson, Return Jonathan Meigs, Jonathan Stone, and Joseph Gilman.

The notebooks contain the measurements and descriptions of land in the Ohio Company's purchase, which included ranges 8 through 16 in southeastern Ohio. Land in the Donation Tract
was also surveyed, and meanders of the major rivers associated with the Ohio Company's land were noted.

Series IV – Maps, Plats, and Drawings

Series IV, the maps, plats, and drawings of the Ohio Company, consists of 21 items. Most of the material is undated, and it includes official plats, as well as rough maps and drawings of buildings. The survey books contain plats of land in ranges 8 through 16 of the Ohio Company's purchase and plats of the allotments in the Donation Tract. Some survey books list the names of the original Ohio Company proprietors in association with their lots, and sometimes state the names of later land owners.
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Detailed Description of the Collection

SERIES I – BUSINESS RECORDS

Series 1/Box 1
1. Record of the Origin & Proceedings of the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box1_folder01_item01_17860000

Series 1/Box 2
1. Index to Ohio Company Land Records
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box2_folder01_item01_00000000
2. Ohio Company Land Records
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box2_folder01_item02_17870000

Series 1/Box 3/Folder 1
1. Draughts of the Lotts [sic] drawn for the Adventurers in the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box3_folder01_item01_00000000

Series 1/Box 3/Folder 2
1. List of Agents, Proprietors, and Drafts of the Lands purchased by the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box3_folder02_item01_00000000
Series 1/Box 3/Folder 3
1. Register of Deeds Executed by Rufus Putnam, Manasseh Cutler, Robert Oliver, and Griffin Greene of Shares in the Ohio Company given in May 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box3_folder03_item01_17920000

Series 1/Box 3/Folder 4
1. Alphabetical List of the Original Proprietors of the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box3_folder04_item01_00000000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 1
1. Articles of an Association by the Name of the Ohio Company, March 4, 1786 (pamphlet)
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder01_item01_00000000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 2
1. Draft of a petition of officers in the Continental Line of the Army to the President and Delegates of the United States in Congress Assembled, May 7, 1783
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder02_item01_17830507
2. Meeting of non-resident proprietors of the Ohio Company, Boston, January 20, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder02_item02_17920120
3. Committee report to the directors of the Ohio Company, January 8, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder02_item03_17960108

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 3
1. List of Military Subscribers in the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder03_item01_00000000
2. Power to Rufus Putnam to receive deeds to military bounty rights, December 8, 1787
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder03_item02_17870000
3. Copy of a bond to the Secretary of War [Henry Knox] by R. Putnam & others, April 23, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder03_item03_17900000
4. Petition of the Directors of the Ohio Company to Congress, March 2, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder03_item04_17920302
5. Power to tender military Claims in payment for Lands in the Ohio Company, March 21, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder03_item05_17870000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 4: Military bounty rights sales, 1787-1789
1. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – William Poor to Timothy Dexter, October 18, 1787
2. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – William Harriman to Timothy Dexter, November 16, 1787

3. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Elijah Hammond to Rufus Putnam, December 27, 1787

4. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Hezekiah Cutting to Asa Coburn, January 23, 1788

5. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Jesse Parker to Asa Coburn, January 23, 1788

6. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Ira Johnson to Asa Coburn, January 28, 1788

7. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Rufus Clarke to Asa Coburn, February 1, 1788

8. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Asahel Stearns to Asa Coburn, February 1, 1788

9. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Ebenezer Lane to Asa Coburn, February 6, 1788

10. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Benjamin Hobbs to Asa Coburn, February 22, 1788

11. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Lemuel Fuller to Asa Coburn, March 1, 1788

12. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – John Rice to Asa Coburn, March 1, 1788

   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder04_item14_17880717
15. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Timothy Dexter to William Parker, July 26, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder04_item15_17880726
16. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – William Roberts to John Harris, November 20, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder04_item16_17881120
17. Sale of military bounty rights by a veteran of the American Revolution – Thomas Simmons to Paul Fearing, July 20, 1789
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder04_item17_17890720

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 5
1. Original [sic] Register of Military Land Warrents [sic] tendered in payment for Lands in the Ohio Companys purchase by the Director at Philadelphia 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder05_item01_17920000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 6
1. Register of [Military] Land Warrents [sic] paid into the Treasury of the United States by the Directors of the Ohio Company
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder06_item01_17920000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 7
1. Lease to Rufus Putnam of land at Campus Martius and in reserved areas of the City of Marietta, June 9, 1789
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item01_17890609
2. Deed to Rufus Putnam for the blockhouse at the southeast corner of Campus Martius, January 15, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item02_17960115
3. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Ebenezer Cory, April 28, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item03_17960428
4. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Coggshall Olney, May 14, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item04_17960514
5. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Charles Greene, May 14, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item05_17960514
6. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – John May, May 14, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item06_17960514
7. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Rufus Putnam, May 14, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item07_17960514

8. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Rufus Putnam, March 26, 1798
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item08_17980326

9. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Paul Fearing, September 26, 1799
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item09_17990926

10. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Return Jonathan Meigs, Jr., July 10, 1804
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item10_18040000

11. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Rufus Putnam, July 10, 1804
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item11_18040710

12. Deed to unappropriated Ohio Company land – Paul Fearing, July 10, 1804
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item12_18040710

13. Lists of garden and blockhouse lots at Campus Martius and Marietta city house lots bought at auction, undated
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder07_item13_00000000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 8: Donation tract deeds, 1794-1795

1. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Elezer Bullard, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item01_17940000

2. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Paul Fearing, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item02_17940000

3. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Isaac Mixer, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item03_17940000

4. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Ezra Putnam, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item04_17940000

5. Ohio Company donation tract deed – John Shepard, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item05_17940000

6. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Joshua Shipman, March 24, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item06_17940000

7. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Rufus Putnam, May 7, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item07_17940000

8. Ohio Company donation tract deed – John Rouse, January 19, 1795
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item08_17950000

   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item09_17950000
10. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Daniel Coggshell, February 17, 1795
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item10_17950217
11. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Thomas Scott, March 9, 1795
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item11_17950000
12. Ohio Company donation tract deed – James Wainright, March 9, 1795
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder08_item12_17950000

Series 1/Box 4/Folder 9: Donation tract deeds, 1796-1797
1. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Ralph Austin, December 9, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item01_17961209
2. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Thomas Ashley, March 8, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item02_17970308
3. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Barnard Mitchel, March 8, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item03_17970308
4. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Joseph Blossom, March 22, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item04_17970000
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item05_17970405
6. Ohio Company donation tract deed – John Wilkins, April 17, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item06_17970000
7. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Timothy N. Wilkins, April 17, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item07_17970000
8. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Asa Barret, April 18, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item08_17970418
9. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Christopher Wolf, April 18, 1797
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item09_17970000
10. Ohio Company donation tract deed – John Cross, April 19, 1797
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item10_17970000
11. Ohio Company donation tract deed – Noah Sparhawk, 2nd, April 19, 1797
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item11_17970419
12. Ohio Company donation tract deed – James Westfall, April 20, 1797
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder09_item12_17970420
1. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Abraham Williams to Paul Fearing, July 9, 1789
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item01_17890709

2. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Samuel Waugh to Judson Guitteau, April 21, 1790
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item02_17900421

3. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Manasseh Cutler to Thomas Foster to Ephraim Cutler, July 2, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item03_17920702

4. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Manasseh Cutler to Abraham Williams, July 2, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item04_17920702

5. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Benjamin Tallmadge to Reuben Fox to Judson Guitteau, July 9, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item05_17920709

6. Transfer of Ohio Company share – James Morris to Judson Guitteau, August 31, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item06_17920831

7. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Henry Jackson to George Ingersoll, March 12, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item07_17930312

8. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Henry Jackson to Rufus Putnam, March 12, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item08_17930312

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item09_17931103

10. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Winthrop Sargent to William McComb, April 10, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item10_17950410

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder10_item11_17951130

1. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Coggeshall Olney to Rufus Putnam, January 4, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item01_17960104

2. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Manasseh Cutler to Ephraim Cutler, April 13, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item02_17960413

3. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Rufus Putnam to Paul Fearing, July 5, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item03_17960705

4. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Manasseh Cutler to Ephraim Cutler, December 16, 1796
5. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Abijah Hammond to Ezra Putnam, June 5, 1797
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item05_17970605

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item06_17990211

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item07_17991230

8. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Elias Hall to Isaac Hunter, April 24, 1800
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item08_18000424

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item09_18000719

10. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Joseph Swasey, Jun., to Timothy Dexter, August 19, 1802
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item10_18020819

11. Transfer of Ohio Company share – Elie Williams to Samuel Smith, June 21, 1803
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item11_18030621

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box4_folder11_item12_18050625

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 1: Bills and receipts, 1787-1789

1. Peter Ede’s bill for printing, September 27, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item01_17870927

2. Thomas Allen’s bill for the Ohio Company books, October 13, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item02_17871013

3. Alexander Anderson’s receipt for work done for the Ohio Company, October 17, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item03_17871017

4. John Reed’s bill for paper, December 1, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item04_17871201

5. John Reed’s bill for paper, December 14, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item05_17871214

6. Order to pay Rufus Putnam $1,000 in gold or silver, December 29, 1787
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder01_item06_17871229
7. Winthrop Sargent’s expenses while on the business of the Ohio Company at New York, March 8, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_17880308
8. John Reid’s bill for paper, March 22, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_17880322
9. Ebenezer Sproat’s expenses while on Ohio Company business, September 20, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_17880920
10. William Tapp’s account against Richard Platt, treasurer of the Ohio Company, October 6, 1788
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_17881006
11. Ebenezer Sproat’s account for surveying, December 11, 1788
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder11_17881211
12. Peter Hughes’ bill for examining the books of the Ohio Company, February 14, 1789
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder12_17890214
13. Francis Childs’ bill for printing, May 19, 1789
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder13_17890519
14. John Reid’s bill for stationery, July 9, 1789
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder14_17890709
15. Peter Hughes’ bill for writing at the Ohio Company’s books, July 31, 1789
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder15_17890731
16. William Stacy’s receipt for $1,500 to be delivered to the directors of the Ohio Company, September 16, 1789
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder16_17890916

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 2: Bills and receipts, 1790-1799
1. John Fenno’s bill for advertising, February 1, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_17900201
2. Manasseh Cutler’s receipt of $885, April 23, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_17900423
3. Rufus Putnam’s receipt of $2,100, April 29, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_17900429
4. The Ohio Company in account with Peter Hughes, May 1, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_17900501
5. Receipt for Rufus Putnam’s purchase of Marietta city lot no. 358 and 8-acre lot no. 517, July 31, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_17900731
6. Rufus Putnam’s receipt of $2,400, September 7, 1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item06_17900907

7. Childs’ and Swaine’s bill for publishing notice of a meeting of Ohio Company agents,
   November 15, 1791
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item07_179111115

8. Order to pay Rufus Putnam $400, April 4, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item08_17920404

9. Caleb Strong’s receipt of $700, June 30, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item09_17920630

10. Bill of Benjamin Heywood, Daniel Clap, and Dwight Foster for expenses as Ohio
    Company agents, March 29, 1793; April 1, 1793
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item10_17930329

11. Payment to Jonathan Stone and Jeffery Mathewson for surveying, August 5, 1796
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item11_17960805

12. Samuel Lewis, Jr.’s, receipt of payment for copying bond, August 13, 1796
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item12_17960813

13. Payment to Jonathan Stone and Jeffery Mathewson for surveying, December 7, 1796
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item13_17961207

14. Joseph Buell’s receipt for services as an auctioneer, August 15, 1797
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item14_17970815

15. Benjamin Ives Gilman’s account for services for the Ohio Company, March 7, 1799
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item15_17990307

16. Order to pay Nathan Goodale $3 specie, undated
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder02_item16_00000000

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 3: Accounts, 1787-1792

1. Rufus Putnams Acompt Book of Moneys Received and paid as Agent in the Ohio
   Company, 1787-1790
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item01_17870000

   Compy. Agents, October 22, 1787
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item02_17871022

3. A List of Adventurers in the Ohio Company who have Subscribed with Rufus Putnam
   Esqr., December 18, 1787
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item03_17871218
4. James Smith’s account with John May, Ohio Company agent, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item04_17880000

5. James Patterson’s account with John May, Ohio Company agent, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item05_17880000

6. William Corlis, Agent per Ohio Company In account with Richard Platt, Treasurer, May 1, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item06_17880501

7. Benjamin Tallmadge in Account with the directors of the Ohio Company, April 28, 1789
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item07_17890428

8. Return of the deficiencies of Money for Shares in the Ohio Compy. in the Agency of
   Benjamin Tupper Esqr., November 16, 1789
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item08_17891116

9. A Return of 44 Shares in the Agency [sic] of Ebenezer Sproat, November 16, 1789
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item09_17891116

    12, 1790
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item10_17900112

11. Statement of Payments by the Agents of the Ohio Company to Richard Platt Esquire
    Treasurer, 1790
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item11_17900000

    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item12_17901104

13. Specie Account of Ohio Company, November 4, 1790
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item13_17901104

14. Richard Platt (Treasurer of the Ohio Company) in account of Public Securities with the
    Ohio Company, October 8, 1791
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item14_17911008

15. A List of Adventurers in the Ohio Company for whom Dwight Foster acts as Agent,
    March 21, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item15_17920321

16. A List of Persons on whose Behalf Payments were made to Col. Richard Platt, Treasurer
    of the Ohio Company, in the Month of July 1788, by Dwight Foster Esq. one of the
    agents of said Company, March 21, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item16_17920321

17. Col. Richard Platt Treasurer of the Ohio Company in Acct. with Dwight Foster, one of the
    Agents of said Company, March 21, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder03_item17_17920321
1. Account of the Monies & c. received of the Proprietors in the Funds of the Ohio Company for whom Daniel Clap is Agent, March 29, 1792

2. Account of the Monies & c. received of those Proprietors in the Funds of the Ohio Company for whom Benj. Heywood is Agent, March 29, 1792

3. List of Proprietors in the Agency of the late Wm. Corlis, living at the Eastward who are to receive Deeds, April 13, 1792

4. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Edward Harris, Agent (No. 3), May 3, 1792

5. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Nathaniel Freeman (No. 5), May 3, 1792

6. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Joel Barlow, Agent (No. 6), May 3, 1792

7. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Benjn. Talmadge (No. 7), May 2, 1792

8. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Henry Jackson, Agent (No. 9), May 3, 1792


10. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Eliphalet Downer (No. 11), May 3, 1792


12. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with John May, Agent (No. 13), May 3, 1792

13. Richard Platt Esqr., Treasurer of the Ohio Company, In account with Archibald Crary (No. 15), May 3, 1792


Series 1/Box 5/Folder 5: Accounts, 1792-1797
1. Subscribers in the Agency of Ebenezer Sproat and John S. Dexter entitled to receive Deeds, May 10, 1792

2. Doctr. E. Downers Return of Proprietors who paid Land Warrants & c., May 10, 1792

3. Henry Jackson in acct. with Rufus Putnam, Ohio Company matters, May 12, 1792

4. Rufus Putnam’s account with Ohio Company, May 12, 1792

5. Return of Proprietors, & Amount Shares in John May Agency, May 12, 1792

6. Benj. Tupper Agent Ohio Compy. in acct. with said Company, May 12, 1792

7. Manasseh Cutler’s receipt for deeds for shares in the Ohio Company, May 14, 1792

8. Benjamin Tallmadge’s receipt for a deed for shares in the Ohio Company, May 14, 1792

9. Robert Underwood’s receipt for a deed for shares in the Ohio Company, May 14, 1792

10. Statement of Benjamin Tupper’s indent account, June 1792

11. Benjamin Tupper’s agency account Stated by his attorney, June 16, 1792

12. Manasseh Cutler to Directors of Ohio Company concerning share of Abner Cheever, heir of Joshua Cheever, October 8, 1793

13. Statement of Agents accounts in the Ohio Company for the purpose of apportioning that part of the Funds of the Company agreed to be divided to the Proprietors, August 15,
14. Statement of Agents Account in the Ohio Company for the purpose of apportioning that part of the Companies [sic] funds Agreed to be Divided to the proprietors, undated

15. Agents accounts, list of warrants bonded, undated


Series 1/Box 5/Folder 6: Abstracts from account books, 1796
1. List of balances made out by a Committee of the agents of the Ohio Company, 1796 – Dissected, 1796

2. Abstract of Balances standing on Ohio Company Books kept by the Directors, January 1796


4. Estimate of monies necessary to pay the unliquidated Bills of Survey & compleat [sic] the plans, Records & c. of the Ohio Company purchas [sic], undated

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 7: Proportional dividends, 1792
1. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Benjamin Tupper, May 12, 1792

2. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Peregrine Foster, May 14, 1792

3. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Henry Knox, May 19, 1792

4. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John May, May 25, 1792

5. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Enoch Shepard, June 1, 1792
6. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Stanton, June 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item05_17920601

7. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Francis Choate, June 21, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item07_17920621

8. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Nathan Goodale, June 21, 1792, September 8, 1796
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item08_17920621

9. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Mathews, June 21, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item09_17920621

10. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Daniel Story, June 22, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item10_17920622

11. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Dwight Foster, June 29, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item11_17920629

12. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Samuel Henshaw, June 30, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item12_17920630

    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item13_17920704

14. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Anselm Tupper, July 6, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item14_17920706

15. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Edward White Tupper, July 7, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item15_17920707

16. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Silas Bent, July 7, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item16_17920707

17. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Jonathan Stone, July 7, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item17_17920707
18. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Benjamin Miles, July 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item18_17920709

19. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Samuel Flagg, July 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item19_17920709

20. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Daniel Loring, July 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item20_17920709

21. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Oliver Rice, July 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item21_17920709

22. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Stanton, July 9, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder07_item22_17920709

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 8: Proportional dividends, 1792
1. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Henry Riedel, July 12, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item01_17920712

2. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Caleb Clap, July 13, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item02_17920713

3. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Elijah Dix, July 14, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item03_17920714

4. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Phinehas Coburn, July 16, 1792, May 15, 1794
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item04_17920716

5. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Benjamin Heywood, July 16, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item05_17920716

6. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Nicholas Pike, July 18, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item06_17920718

7. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – William Rice, July 20, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item07_17920720
8. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Ezra Putnam, July 24, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item08_17920724

9. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joseph Allen, July 25, 1792
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item09_17920725

10. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – William Browning, July 25, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item09_17920725

11. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joel Marble, August 1, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder11_item11_17920801

12. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Robert Oliver, August 9, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder12_item12_17920809

13. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Caleb Strong, August 15, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder13_item13_17920815

14. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Asahel Pomeroy and Caleb Strong, August 15, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder14_item14_17920815

15. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Samuel Buffington, August 15, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder15_item15_17920815

16. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joseph Lincoln, August 16, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder16_item16_17920816

17. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joseph Lincoln and Isaac Lucas, August 16, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder17_item17_17920816

18. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Samuel Frost, Jr., September 13, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder18_item18_17920913

19. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Burnham, September 20, 1792
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder19_item19_17920920

20. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Elias Hall, October 5, 1792
21. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Willard, November 9, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item21_17921109

22. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joshua Clap, November 13, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder08_item22_17921113

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 9: Proportional dividends, 1792-1795

1. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Sprague, November 19, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item01_17921119

2. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Thomas Nixon, December 20, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item02_17921220

3. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – William Stacy, December 31, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item03_17921231

4. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Paul Fearing, January 3, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item04_17930103

5. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Ichabod Nye, January 8, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item05_17930108

6. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Benjamin Stone, February 2, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item06_17930202

7. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Elias Hall, February 25, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item07_17930225

8. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Henry Jackson’s agency, March 12, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item08_17930312

9. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Andrew Peters, March 26, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item09_17930326

10. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Daniel Clap’s agency, March 28, 1793
11. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Robert Oliver for William Sizer, May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item11_17930516

12. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Robert Oliver for John Quigley, May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item12_17930516

13. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Huldah Tupper for the heirs of Benjamin Tupper, May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item13_17930516

14. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Huldah Tupper for Benjamin Tupper, Jr., May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item14_17930516

15. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Huldah Tupper for the heirs of Benjamin Tupper, May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item15_17930516

16. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Huldah Tupper for the heirs of Benjamin Tupper, May 16, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item16_17930516

17. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Miles, June 6, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item17_17930606

18. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Joseph Spencer, September 28, 1793
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item18_17930928

19. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Nathaniel Cushing, May 7, 1794
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item19_17940507

20. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Daniel Clap for twenty-eight proprietors, June 5, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder09_item20_17950605

Series 1/Box 5/Folder 10: Proportional dividends, 1795-1803
1. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Silas Bent, July 3, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item01_17950703

2. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – William Browning, July 3, 1795
3. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Daniel Loring, July 3, 1795
4. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Benjamin Miles, July 3, 1795
5. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Oliver Rice, July 3, 1795
6. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Jonathan Stone, July 3, 1795
7. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Joseph Lincoln, July 6, 1795
8. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Joseph Lincoln, July 6, 1795
9. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Phinehas Coburn for Asa Coburn, July 8, 1795
10. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Ezra Putnam, July 15, 1795
11. Abstract of first dividend of residuary funds in Benjamin Tupper's agency, July 18, 1795
12. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Huldah Tupper, July 18, 1795
13. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Nathaniel Cushing, July 27, 1795
14. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Paul Fearing, August 1, 1795
15. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company's residuary funds – Joseph Swasey, August 2, 1795
16. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Haffield White, August 3, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item16_17950803

17. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Daniel Story, August 11, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item17_17950811

18. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Peregrine Foster, September 14, 1795
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item18_17960908

19. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Winthrop Sargent, May 23, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item19_17960523

20. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – Isaac Peirce for the estate of Nathan Goodale, September 8, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item20_17960908

21. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – John Mathews, December 24, 1796
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item21_17961224

22. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – James Smith, December 7, 1797
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item22_17971207

23. Receipt for proportional dividend of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds – James Smith, December 7, 1797
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item23_17971207

24. Proportional dividends belonging to the associates of Aaron How and Noah Goodman, undated
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item24_00000000

25. Order to pay Levi Whipple the third division of the Ohio Company’s residuary funds, June 15, 1803
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item25_18030615

26. List of proprietors in the Ohio Company for whom Levi Whipple received third dividends, August 8, 1803
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item26_18030808

27. List of proprietors in the Ohio Company for whom Daniel Clap is to receive the third dividend, August 8, 1803
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box5_folder10_item27_18030808
Series 1/Box 6
Descriptions of land granted to settlers in the various allotments of the Ohio Company Donation Tract, 1794-1797 (See Series I, Drawer 1, for Index to Descriptions of land granted to settlers in the various allotments of the Ohio Company Donation Tract)
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_box6_folder01_item01_17940000

Series 1/Drawer 1: Oversize
1. Index to Descriptions of land granted to settlers in the various allotments of the Ohio Company Donation Tract, undated, Series I (See Series I, Box 6, for Descriptions of land granted to settlers in the various allotments of the Ohio Company Donation Tract)
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_oversize_drawer01_item01_00000000
2. Schedule of Monies paid by the Treasurer of the Ohio Company, 1787-1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_oversize_drawer01_item02_17870000
3. Copy of patent to Rufus Putnam, et. al., to 750,000 acres (the first purchase) in trust for the Ohio Company of Associates, May 10, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_oversize_drawer01_item03_17920510
4. Copy of patent to Rufus Putnam, et. al., to 214,285 acres (the second purchase) in trust for the Ohio Company of Associates, May 10, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_oversize_drawer01_item04_17920510
5. Deed to Rufus Putnam, agent, for 59 shares for associates in the Ohio Company, May 12, 1792
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series1_oversize_drawer01_item05_17920512

SERIES II – CORRESPONDENCE

Series II/Box 1/Folder 1: Correspondence, 1788
1. Manasseh Cutler letter to Rufus Putnam, February 12, 1788. Letter written at Ipswich, Massachusetts, to Rufus Putnam, with a party of men near Carlisle, Pennsylvannia en route to the Ohio Country. Cutler comments on "Mr. Plummer's" account of the area around Pittsburgh, but he has not been down the Ohio River. The letter reports on sales of shares in the Ohio Company (1786-1796). Cutler wants to be informed whether it will be prudent for families to move to Ohio in the spring and summer, He mentions that the Massachusetts Convention has adopted the federal constitution.
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder01_item01_17880212
2. Jonathan Stone letter to Rufus Putnam, February 27, 1788. Letter from Jonathan Stone, written at Brookfield, Massachusetts, to Rufus Putnam, in the Ohio Country, reports on the birth of a daughter to the Stones and comments on the acceptance of the Federal Constitution by the Massachusetts Convention. Stone writes that he and his family "will be on" to Ohio in the fall, bringing along with them four oxen, two horses, and four cows.
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder01_item02_17880227
3. John Lucas letter to Rufus Putnam, March 15, 1788. Letter from Boston concerning Lucas's two eight-acre lots in the Ohio Company's first division; directs that the lots be delivered to Isaac Lucas, his attorney.
4. Manasseh Cutler letter to Rufus Putnam, April 10, 1788. Letter from Ipswich, Massachusetts, introducing Joseph Prince, hat maker of Boston, who wishes to establish himself at the Muskingum. If he is successful, others will follow; believes it of "great consequence" to the Ohio Company "that we command as much as possible of the fur trade . . ."

5. Manasseh Cutler letter to Rufus Putnam, April 21, 1788. Letter from Ipswich, Massachusetts, recounting eastern fears of Indian depredations in the Ohio Country and detailing an offer from Whitfield Swift to purchase six townships within the Scioto Company lands. Cutler is favorably disposed. He is himself preparing to move with his family and "a large number of others" into the Ohio Country in August. Wants Putnam's opinion and repeats his "solicitations of your kind attention to my son."

6. Dwight Foster, Daniel Clapp, and Benjamin Heywood letter to Rufus Putnam, April 25, 1788. Since none of the writers of the letter, all agents for the Ohio Company, will be able to attend the meeting of directors and agents of the Company "at the settlement on the Muskingum" in July, they ask Putnam to act for them.

7. Rufus Putnam draft letter to [Isaiah] Thomas, May 17, 1788. Letter, drafted at Adelphi, the Ohio Country, to [Isaiah] Thomas, newspaper publisher, in Worcester, Massachusetts, describes eastern part of Ohio Company lands, the town of Adelphi (Marietta, Ohio), the mound works found there, and first contacts of the settlers with the Indians. Putnam gives Thomas permission to publish as much of his letter as Thomas thinks proper.

8. Rufus Putnam draft letter to [Dwight Foster?], June 30, 1788. Letter dated at Settlement at Muskingum comments on 8-acre and 3-acre lots in the new settlement of the Ohio Company and the difficulties of surveying in uneven country. Urges that Foster, Daniel Clapp, and Benjamin Heywood, agents, will urge the subscribers for whom they act to designate some person or persons to represent them "on the spot," i.e., in Ohio.

9. Dwight Foster, Benjamin Heywood, Daniel Clap letter to Rufus Putnam, July 9, 1788. Letter written at Worcester, Massachusetts, informs Putnam that the writers have sent statements of their accounts as agents to Richard Platt, treasurer of the Ohio Company, reiterates their desire that Putnam act for them in Ohio, comments on the adoption of the U.S. Constitution by many of the states, and calls Putnam's attention to the paying of interest on the certificates in his hands.

10. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Manasseh Cutler, August 18, 1788. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, urges Cutler to be at Marietta by the first Wednesday in November, when at a meeting of the proprietors and agents of the Ohio Company, Genl. Varnum, Col. Crary, and Major Corliss design to "oversett" the Scioto Company. "(I)t is our duty . . . to counter act them . . . These matters as a Secreat [sic]."
11. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Mr. Wilkins, September 20, 1788. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, orders nails, glass, and putty for the Ohio Company's settlement. 

12. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Morris Witham, October 27, 1788. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, describes Ohio Company purchase in glowing terms and predicts important future for area; touches on neighboring Indians and speculates about possible Indian war; refers Witham to Manasseh Cutler for further information.

13. Manasseh Cutler letter to Rufus Putnam, November 18, 1788. Letter written at Ipswich, Massachusetts, introduces Daniel Story, a preacher, who has consented to take up residence in the Ohio Company's settlement for five dollars a week and board. Mr. Rogers will not return and Cutler wishes the school to be given to William Dodge. Cutler writes at length of the damage to his reputation by those who criticize his joining the Ohio and Scioto Companies' purchases. He requests that Putnam send him information about the ancient works at Marietta, Ohio, so that he may respond to inquiries from Europe.


Series II/Box 1/Folder 2: Correspondence, 1789-1791


3. John Corlis letter to Rufus Putnam, October 12, 1789. Written from Providence, Rhode Island, this letter states Corlis's inability to assemble a quorum of the Ohio Company proprietors in his late brother's agency. Includes some details of the agency and inquires of Putnam "what your proprietors allow you for transacting the [business] of your Agency . . . as its my intention to request the proprietors to say what compensation they will allow for my brother's services."

4. Samuel H. Parsons letter to Griffin Greene, October 27, 1789. This short letter, written in pencil at Buffalo [sic] and partially illegible begins: "I here met Col. Stacy with Cash. You will see by this Receipt what I have taken, it will be best to let no person know we
have received any money and caution Col. Stacy about it . . ."

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_foler02_item04_17891027

5. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, December 12, 1789. Letter written at Litchfield, Connecticut, concerns settlement of Tallmadge's agency account. Postscript suggest that the late General Samuel H. Parsons' agency account be speedily settled.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item05_17891212


http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item06_17900204

7. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Griffin Greene, April 13, 1790. Written at New York, this letter concerns Putnam's examination of the Ohio Company's orders which Richard Platt, Company treasurer, has paid since 22 October, 1789. Cautions Greene that he "much fear[s] you will involve the directors in ruin if you don't take care." Refers to uncertainty respecting the funding of the public debt and comments on agency accounts of Crary and Parsons.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item07_17900413

8. David Ziegler letter to the Directors of the Ohio Company, January 8, [1791]. Letter written at Fort Harmar during the Indian war promising all aid possible to the Marietta settlement. Note that letter is mistakenly dated 1790.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item08_17910108

9. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Richard Platt, August 22, 1791. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, to Platt, Treasurer of the Ohio Company, concerning interest to be paid on the Company's funds and reporting a rumor that some agents in the eastern states have forbidden Platt to pay drafts from Marietta, Ohio, but directors here will continue to forward them. Hopes the Company will obtain title to its land without paying any more money.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item09_17910822

10. Ohio Company Directors draft letter to Richard Platt, September 13, 1791. This draft letter in Rufus Putnam's handwriting directs Platt to negotiate a settlement with Robert Oliver "of the present years interest" of the Company's funds in his hands and to appraise Oliver of some other financial accounts of the Company.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item10_17910913

11. Richard Platt letter to the Directors of the Ohio Company, October 8, 1791. Platt refers to discussions and negotiations with Robert Oliver concerning the Ohio Company's financial affairs, including his (Platt's) unsuccessful efforts to collect the money William Duer owes the Company.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder02_item11_17911008

Series II/Box 1/Folder 3: Correspondence, 1792-1795

1. Benjamin Tupper memorandum to Judge [Rufus] Putnam (respecting his petition to Congress), January 27, 1792. Memorandum written at Marietta, Ohio, to Rufus Putnam, who was acting for Tupper in the East, concerning Tupper's claim upon Congress for delays in surveying, at cost to Tupper, for three years in the 1780s.
2. Benjamin Tupper memorandum to Judge [Rufus] Putnam (note of instructions), January 27, 1792. Memorandum written at Marietta, Ohio, to Rufus Putnam who was acting for Tupper in the East, settling several matters for him. Mentions his financial affairs with Winthrop Sargeant, Richard Platt, Thomas Hutchins. Asks Putnam to “pack with your stores for me” tea, sugar, and dress material for his wife and Mrs. Nye.

3. Dwight Foster letter to Rufus Putnam, March 22, 1792. Letter written at Brookfield to Putnam in Philadelphia accompanies unspecified papers that Putnam requested. Foster wishes the affairs of the Ohio Company brought to a close. Comments on conditions in the Western Territory.

4. Dwight Foster letter to Rufus Putnam, Manasseh Cutler, and Robert Oliver, March 22, 1792. Letter written at Brookfield to Directors of Ohio Company at Philadelphia, where they are completing the Company’s land purchase and settling with Richard Platt, Treasurer. Encloses documents that were requested and lists them, but the documents are missing.

5. Benjamin Heywood and Daniel Clap letter to Directors of the Ohio Company, March 29, 1792. Letter written at Worcester, Massachusetts, accompanies documents requested by the Directors at Philadelphia. Writers believe it would better to lose the first payment of $500,000, together with the titles to the whole of the land, rather than to carry the contract through on the terms first agreed on.

6. Directors of the Ohio Company letter to Richard Platt (copy), May 2, 1792. Letter written at New York directing Platt, late Treasurer of the Ohio Company, to turn over to Benjamin Tallmadge, current Treasurer, the specie, public securities, and land warrants due to the Company, together with the books, papers, "and every Species of Property" of the Company of which he was possessed as Treasurer.

7. Directors of the Ohio Company letter to Benjamin Tallmadge (copy), May 2, 1792. Letter written at New York directing Tallmadge, current Treasurer of the Ohio Company, to receive from Richard Platt, late Treasurer, the specie, public securities, and land warrants due to the Company, together with the books, papers, "and every Species of Property" of the company of which Platt was possessed as Treasurer.

8. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Daniel Clap, May 14, 1792. Written at Philadelphia, letter accompanies copy of account current "between Richard Platt and our agency [in the Ohio Company],” Directs Clap to pay certain proprietors in their agency a dividend derived from the company’s surplus funds. Putnam has taken a deed for the whole agency in trust for the proprietors; he will execute separate deeds in Marietta, Ohio. The Company has lost $40,000 specie value through Platt’s failure.
9. Rufus Putnam draft letter to General [Henry?] Jackson, May 18, 1792. Letter written at Philadelphia to General Jackson, agent for thirteen shares in the Ohio Company; encloses deed, copy of Jackson's account as settled with Richard Platt and his account with Benjamin Tallmadge.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item09_17920518

10. Manasseh Cutler letter to Rufus Putnam, Griffin Greene and Robert Oliver, March 12, 1793. Letter written at Boston to Directors of the Ohio Company requesting that the name of Joshua Cheever be substituted in the general deed that he (Cutler) holds, for that of Jesse Gay, which was inserted by mistake.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item10_17930312

11. Nathaniel Cushing letter to Judge [Rufus] Putnam, July 19, 1793. Letter written at Belle Pre [Belpre] requests that Putnam makes a "final determination'' on the justice of Cushing's demand that "Squire" Foster comply "with his certificate (which I hold) for money and warrants paid him as my lawful agent."  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item11_17930719

12. Jonas Prentice letter to James Backus, April 15, 1794. Jonas Prentice sent a copy of this printed letter to James Backus, who held a share in the Ohio Company, in the late Samuel H. Parsons' (now Prentice's) agency. Printed with the letter is a list of proprietors in Parsons' agency and a letter from Rufus Putnam in response to a copy of Prentice's letter.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item12_17940415

13. Rufus Putnam letter to Griffin Greene and other Directors of the Ohio Company, January 10, 1795. Letter from Putnam, Ohio Company's Superintendent of Survey, written at Marietta, Ohio, to the Directors of the Company concerning amending of surveys prior to designating the two townships for the University, completing the fifth division of the Company's lands, and providing for an ultimate division of lands to the proprietors.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item13_17950110

14. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, July 17, 1795. Seventeen shares in the Ohio Company are owned by persons residing in the Western Country who belong to Winthrop Sargent's agency - 21 shares are listed - and 21 shares in Anselm Tupper's agency - 22 are listed. "People who reside here expect you will bring on their part of the money [their 2nd dividend] when you come."  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder03_item14_17950717

Series II/Box 1/Folder 4: Correspondence, 1796

1. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, February 27, 1796. Letter, written at Philadelphia, refers to a Senate hearing concerning an Ohio Company petition; "our prospect of obtaining anything is not very flattering." The Postmaster General suggests discontinuence of mail down the Ohio because of the great expense. "I can say nothing . . . about the sale of our Land." Comments on the transfer of land "from Duer to Craige and from Craige to me [Tallmadge]."  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item01_17960227

2. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, April 15, 1796. Putnam writes from Marietta, Ohio, and encloses plans of townships in which Tallmadge has a deed of trust
[no plans accompany letter]. He reports that he has contracts with "Capt. Stone and Mr. Mathewson" for the survey of all the Ohio Company's lands at the prices stipulated; he lists a few exceptions of land and indicates the cost of surveying and means of paying for it.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item02_17960415

3. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, May 21, 1796. Putnam writes from Marietta, Ohio, that he "never had the least expectation of obtaining an allowence [sic] from Congress for the 20 mile squares [of land] we appropriated for public use," but he hopes some provision has been made for leasing the college, school, and ministerial lands. Immigrants are pouring into the western country. The Indians are constantly at Marietta to trade and they behave in a friendly manner at the college settlement. Comments on the "Disorganized Democrats."

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item03_17960521

4. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, May 21, 1796. Tallmadge writes from Litchfield, Connecticut, that he discerns no impropriety in his accepting a donation lot since it will "in reality finally vest in some actual settler," if he does not become a settler himself. Adds that Moses Johnson and some others will soon set out for Marietta.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item04_17960521

5. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, May 23, 1796. This letter written at Litchfield, Connecticut, concerning the method of paying Ohio Company surveyors, is an abstract from a letter written three days earlier.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item05_17960523

6. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, June 17, 1796. Tallmadge, writing from Litchfield, Connecticut, reports that Moses Johnson, Uri Scovil, and Ebenezer Goss are determined to settle in the Ohio Company's purchase. He gives details of their arrangements with him as to the land and makes special note of Johnson's entitlement to a donation lot, "when he has satisfied you of his residence."

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item06_17960617

7. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, June 20, 1796. Tallmadge refers to the act of Congress concerning the sale of lands on the Ohio; believes that surveying will be in high demand. Congress has not yet acted on leasing the college lands, etc.; a reference to the settlement "up the Hockhocking River." Comments on national politics and President George Washington. Has sent off two wagons with families for Marietta and directs the disposition of his four donation lots.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item07_17960620

8. Rufus Putnam draft letters to Benjamin Tallmadge, C[harles] Greene, [Caleb] Strong, and [unknown] Chancellor, July 20, 1796. The letter to Tallmadge concerns a suit brought by Aaron How against Putnam "on account of the dividend which I received . . . belonging to the proprietors in Tupper's agency. "Stone and Mathewson, surveyors, returned from the woods. The letter to Greene asks him to obtain a copy of a bond from the War Office; the letter to Chancellor requests him to transmit the letter to Greene; the letter to Strong asks for a receipt of a transaction concerned with the Ohio Company's first division of funds.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item08_17960720
9. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, October 18, 1796. Letter is about Moses Johnson's complaint regarding the donation lot he received. Tallmadge also asks for a deed to his donation lot.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item09_17961018

10. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, November 12, 1796. Putnam writes that Moses Johnson's complaint has no foundation, that he received a good lot in the Donation Tract. It is impossible to provide Tallmadge with a deed to his lot in his name; it must be in the name of an actual settler. Comments on Aaron How's suit, which has been postponed. Putnam has been appointed Surveyor General of the United States and has resigned as Judge of the Territory; wishes Judge Gilman to succeed him. Comments on Meigs's account with Ohio Company and on Stone's and Mathewson's work as surveyors.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item10_17961112

11. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, December 14, 1796. Tallmadge will give his lot in the Donation Tract to a deserving settler or "for the benefit of the Ministry or some other Public Institution." Comments on the How case and on debts owed to the Ohio Company. "We all feel anxious for the issue of the Election of President" and other remarks on current national politics.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder04_item11_17961214

Series II/Box 1/Folder 5: Correspondence, 1797-1799

1. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, April 21, 1797. Putnam reports that Ezra Putnam has purchased a share in the Ohio Company from Col. Hammond and that Stone and Mathewson, surveyors, are currently in the woods. "I fear . . . they will not be able to compleat [sic] . . . their contract." If they are not, he will hire additional surveyors, for he is determined to have the surveys completed by spring.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item01_17970421

2. Park Holland letter to Rufus Putnam, June 20, 1797. Holland inquires from Boston about the land to which he is entitled. He holds a bond given him by Cushing "to convey such quantity of land as I was entitled to." He also inquires about payment on two notes he holds against [Nathan?] Goodale's estate. Putnam's reply is on the back of the letter.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item02_17970620

3. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, November 6, 1797. Tallmadge writes from Litchfield, Connecticut, concerning Manasseh Cutler's account with the Ohio Company, a statement of which he has received from Putnam.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item03_17971106

4. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, November 20, 1797. Letter written from Litchfield, Connecticut, concerning the conveyance of William Duer's five shares in the Ohio Company to Andrew Craige, who assigned the share to Tallmadge for the use of the Associates of the Ohio Company.
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item04_17971120

5. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, December 25, 1797. Writing from Litchfield, Connecticut, Tallmadge reports that, on the whole, Cutler agrees with Putnam's "laborious statement" of his account with the Ohio Company. Tallmadge refers to
Richard Platt’s books, through which one item of the account did not pass.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item05_17971225

6. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, April 16, 1798. Tallmadge, writing from Litchfield, Connecticut, is glad that Putnam has completed the giving of deeds to all the proprietors in Parsons' agency. Comments on foreign affairs.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item06_17980416

7. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, July 28, 1798. Writing from Litchfield, Connecticut, Tallmadge promises to send Putnam all the transfers concerning Duer's shares in the Ohio Company and states that he has always found the United States mail reliable. Refers to Gov. St. Clair's military right and comments on national politics.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item07_17980728

8. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, November 7, 1798. Letter written from Litchfield, Connecticut, refers to Duer's shares in the Ohio Company and to Parsons' and Buell's bond, which "certainly ought to be paid." It is time that the Company accounts be closed. Comments on European affairs.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item08_17981107

9. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, November 12, 1798. Putnam, writing from Marietta, requests money to pay surveyors Stone and Mathewson, who have spent eight months in the woods completing the Ohio Company surveys. He comments separately on surveys of house lots "at Hockhocking and opposite the great Kenhawa." Fearing had not paid over all the money he was to collect.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item09_17981112

10. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, February 1, 1799. Putnam encloses Stone's and Mathewson's bill No. 4; they have completed their work in the woods. He will have the plans and records of the Company completed "with all possible dispatch."  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item10_17990201

11. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, March 22, 1799. Tallmadge writes from Litchfield, Connecticut, that it is important that the accounts of the Ohio Company be closed. He will write once more to Parsons' heirs, and if nothing can be got from them recommends filing suit.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item11_17990322

12. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, July 9, 1799. Putnam writing from Marietta, Ohio, encloses Stone's and Mathewson's last bills in completion of their contract. "The survey of all the [Ohio] Company lands is now completed except runing [sic] out the new house lots at Marietta[,] the mouth of the great Hockhocking and opposit [sic] the big Kenhawa [sic]." Comments on the bond of William W. Parsons and Joseph Buell.  
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item12_17990709

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item13_17990903

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item14_17990930

15. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, November 1, 1799. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, concerns proposed sale of remaining Ohio Company lands. Comments on action against Joseph Buell on the bond of Parsons and Buell.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item15_17991101

16. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, December 14, 1799. Tallmadge, from Litchfield, Connecticut, reports writing to Ohio Company proprietors at Newport, Providence, and Boston and to Manasseh Cutler urging the establishment of a land office at Marietta for the purpose of enabling settlers to purchase suitable farms. Reports on status of Parsons' payment on his bond and also the sale of the common lands that were put into his hand.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder05_item16_17991214

Series II/Box 1/Folder 6: Correspondence, 1800-1808 and undated

1. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, August 5, 1800. Writing from Marietta, Ohio, Putnam reports that he has finally obtained security for William W. Parsons' bond. The duties of Putnam's public office [U.S. Superintendent of Surveys] have kept him from completing the plans and records of the Ohio Company, and he will be unable to give much attention to them until toward spring. Comments on the affairs of Joseph and Robert Walker, Ohio Company proprietors.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder06_item01_18000805

2. Rufus Putnam draft letter to William Gridley, February 8, 1801. Letter concerns Marietta city house lot No. 606 that Gridley sold to Joseph Buell and which fell within Section 29, the ministerial section; those who drew house lots in this section lost them. The one drawn in lieu of No. 606 is No. 1311 in a Town to be laid out opposite the Great Kanahwa. Buell wants his money back.

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder06_item02_18010208

3. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Joseph Nourse, Register of the Treasury, April 20, 1802. Letter written at Marietta, Ohio, encloses plat of the Ohio Company purchase, as requested, to form part of a proposed map of the lands of the United States Northeast of the River Ohio. This plat is as detailed as possible without going to great expense. (Plat not included with the letter.) "The Ohio Company consists of 817 proprietary Rights Subdivided in 7 lots each, besides between two and three hundred, chiefly 3 acre lots, which the Company found it convenient to Sell - add to these upward of 900 Donation Lots."

http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series2_box1_folder06_item03_18020420

4. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, April 8, 1803. Letter written from Litchfield, Connecticut, refers to Ohio Company’s petition to Congress respecting the school lots that were "appropriated" from the Company lands. Tallmadge also has determined to apportion to the proprietors a sum of money in the treasury that belongs to them. If Congress replaces the land for school lots, and also assumes the Loan Office Certificates received from Platt, there would be another dividend.
5. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, July 9, 1803. Letter, written at Litchfield, Connecticut, concerns paying the agents and proprietors of the Ohio Company the sum due them from the Company's treasury.

6. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, March 8, 1804. Writing from Litchfield, Connecticut, Tallmadge proposes a way to close his accounts with the Ohio Company, which he desire to do.

7. Rufus Putnam draft letter to Benjamin Tallmadge, December 24, 1804. Rufus Putnam, writing from Marietta, Ohio, transmits an extract from the records of the Ohio Company containing the appropriation of 20 sections for the support of schools and religion, together with a copy of an act of the Territorial Legislature authorizing the leasing of lands granted for the purpose of schools and religion, in which the grant of lands by the Ohio Company is particularly recognized. [Neither the extract nor the copy of the act is included].

8. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, February 6, 1805. Writing from Washington, D.C., Tallmadge discusses the status of the Ohio Company's petition to Congress for restitution of the twenty sections that were appropriated from the Company lands for schools and religious purposes.

9. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, February 26, 1805. Writing from Washington, D.C., Tallmadge continues his concern with the Ohio Company's appropriation of land for schools and religious purposes. Sees no hope of action from Congress until next session. If Congress fails to act then, he will abandon the matter.

10. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, January 3, 1806. Tallmadge writes from Washington, D.C. that he is still pursuing recompense for the 20 sections of land that the Ohio Company appropriated for schools and religious purposes. He is to testify before the House Committee on Public Lands, but he is not hopeful of a decision in favor of the Company.

11. Benjamin Tallmadge letter to Rufus Putnam, January 24, 1806. Tallmadge writes from Washington, D.C. that the Committee to which was referred the petition of the Directors and Agents of the Ohio Company have reported unfavorable to the Petitioners, and Congress has agreed. "Our only redress now lies in resuming the land which we appropriated to support Schools and Religion."

12. Joseph May letter to William Rufus Putnam, October 21, 1807. Writing from Boston, Joseph May says that he was "an original subscriber" to the Ohio Company and was for several years Deputy Secretary. In June, 1794, he sold out his interest in the Company. The letter concerns money matters, only some of which are directly related to the Ohio
13. Rufus Putnam draft letter to William C. Park, July 8, 1808. In response to an inquiry from William C. Park, Rufus Putnam explains about the house lots that were laid out in Section 29, appropriated by Congress for the support of religion. "At the time Marietta was laid out it was contemplated that exchange of . . . Section No. 29 might be effected," but this had not happened.

14. Rufus Putnam letter to Samuel H. Parsons or Griffin Green[e], undated. Writing from somewhere in the eastern United States, probably about 1789, to Parsons or Griffen Greene in Marietta, Ohio, Putnam recounts the financial affairs of the Ohio Company as clearly as he can discern them. He comments on the confused state of Richard Platt's books and states that recourse will have to be made to individual agents of the Company for an account of certificates, hard money, army rights, etc. that have been paid to the treasurer.

SERIES III – SURVEYORS’ FIELD NOTES

Series III/Box 1
1. James Backus, 1789, Ranges 12 through 17
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope01_17890000

2. Ebenezer Buckingham A, undated, Ranges 8 and 9
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope02_00000000

3. Ebenezer Buckingham B, undated, Ranges 8 and 9
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope03_00000000

4. Unknown Greene, 1789, Ranges 12 through 17
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope04_17890000

5. Abel Mathews A, 1788, Meanders of the Ohio River beginning in Range 9, Township 1
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope05_17880000

6. Abel Mathews (unsigned) B, 1789, mentions Belleville, Devils Hole Creek, Old Town, and Range 8
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope06_17890000

7. John Mathews A, 1788, Ranges 8 and 9
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope07_17880000

8. John Mathews B, 1788, Ranges 8 and 9
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope08_17880000

9. John Mathews C, 1789, Range 11, Ranges 14 through 17
http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_envelope09_17890000
10. John Mathews D, 1789, Range 11, Ranges 14 through 17 (substitute)  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope10_17890000  
11. Rufus Putnam A, 1788, Ranges 8 and 9, and Meanders of Muskingum and Hocking  
   Rivers.  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope11_17880000  
12. Rufus Putnam B, 1788-1789, Range 8  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope12_17880000  
13. Rufus Putnam C, 1789, Ranges 8 through 11, Donation Land reports, Table of  
   Distances on the Ohio River  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope13_17890000  
14. Rufus Putnam D, Meanders of the Ohio River  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope14_17890000  
15. William R. Putnam A, 1795, Ranges 8 through 10  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope15_17950000  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope16_17980000  
17. William R. Putnam C, 1816-1817, Ranges 8 through 10, Ranges 12 and 13  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope17_18160000  
18. Levi Barber, 1807, Range 8  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box1_env  
elope18_18070000  

Series III/Box 2  
1. Ebenezer Sproat A, 1788, Ranges 8 and 9  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope01_17880000  
2. Ebenezer Sproat B, 1788, Ranges 8 and 9 (“Book No. 2”)  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope02_17880000  
3. Ebenezer Sproat C, 1788, Ranges 9 through 11  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope03_17880000  
4. Ebenezer Sproat D, 1789, Range 12  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope04_17890000  
5. Ebenezer Sproat E, 1789, Range 13  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope05_17890000  
6. Ebenezer Sproat F, 1789, Range 14  
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env  
elope06_17890000
7. Ebenezer Sproat G, 1789, Range 15
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope07_17890000
8. Ebenezer Sproat H, 1789, Range 16
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope08_17890000
9. Ebenezer Sproat I, 1789, Ranges 12 through 15
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope09_17890000
10. Benjamin F. Stone, 1801, Range 9
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope10_18010000
11. Anselm Tupper, 1788, 1789, 1791, Ranges 8 through 17
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope11_17880000
12. Levi Whipple A, 1797, 1798, Range 8
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope12_17970000
13. Levi Whipple B, 1797, 1798, Range 8 (“Book No. 2”)
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope13_17970000
14. Donation Tract, 1794-1797; surveyors include Jonathan Stone, Joseph Wood, William R. Putnam, Rufus Putnam, and Ephraim Cutler; includes lists of lots and donees
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope14_17940000
15. Unknown A, 1791, Range 14
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope15_17910000
16. Unknown B, 1789, Range 10
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope16_17890000
17. Unknown C, 1789, Range 11
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope17_17890000
18. Unknown D, 1799, Range 8
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box2_env
elope18_17990000

Series III/Box 3
1. Jeffery Mathewson A, 1789, Ranges 12 through 17
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_env
elope01_17890000
2. Jeffery Mathewson B, 1795, Range 9, Ranges 11 through 16
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_env
elope02_17950000
3. Jeffery Mathewson C, 1796, Ranges 11 through 14
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_env
elope03_17960000
4. Jeffery Mathewson D, 1796-1797, Ranges 11 through 14
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_env
elope04_17960000
5. Jeffery Mathewson E, 1797, Ranges 11 and 12, Ranges 14 through 17
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope05_17970000
6. Jeffery Mathewson F, 1798, Ranges 15 and 16
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope06_17980000
7. Jeffery Mathewson G, 1798, Ranges 14 and 15
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope07_17980000
8. Jeffery Mathewson H, 1798, Ranges 14 and 15 (“Book No. 6”)
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope08_17980000
9. Jeffery Mathewson I, 1798, Ranges 9 and 10
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope09_17980000
10. Jeffery Mathewson J, 1798, Ranges 11 through 15
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box3_envelope10_17980000

Series III/Box 4
1. Return Jonathan Meigs A, 1788-1789, Ranges 8 through 12, and meanders of the Ohio River; journal notes in addition to survey
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope01_17880000
2. Return Jonathan Meigs and Rufus Putnam B, 1789, 1796-1798, Range 8, and meanders of the Muskingum and Hocking rivers
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope02_17890000
3. Return Jonathan Meigs C, 1789, unidentified land near the Kanawha and southwest part of the Ohio Company's purchase
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope03_17890000
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope04_17960000
5. Jonathan Stone B, 1796, Range 11, Ranges 14 through 16
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope05_17960000
6. Jonathan Stone C, 1797, Ranges 14 through 16
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope06_17970000
7. Jonathan Stone D, 1798, Ranges 9 through 13
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope07_17980000
8. Jonathan Stone E, undated, Ranges 14 and 15
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope08_17980000
    http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope09_17950000
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope10_17960000

11. Joseph Gilman, undated, Ranges 8 through 16, and meanders of the Ohio, Muskingum, and Hockhocking rivers
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series3_box4_envelope11_00000000

SERIES IV – MAPS, PLATS, AND DRAWINGS

Series IV/Box 1/Folder 1
1. Memorandum [sic] of the Courses & Distances, width of Streets, length & width of Squares & c. of the Town of Marietta, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder01_item01_17880000

2. A Plan of the Fractional Townships No. I & II in the Eighth Range . . ., May 15, 1788
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item02_17880515

3. Quantity of Ohio Company land in Ranges 8 to 17 inclusive, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder01_item03_00000000

Series IV/Box 1/Folder 2
1. Marietta, Ohio, plat showing Muskingum River and Front or River Street, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item01_00000000

2. Marietta, Ohio, plat showing “Old burying Ground” and Mound, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item02_00000000

3. Marietta, Ohio, plat showing Third and Fourth streets, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item03_00000000

4. Notes regarding Ohio Company proprietors and agencies; plat showing Muskingum and “back of Market Square,” undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item04_00000000

5. Plat of “Small lots at the bluff,” along the Ohio River, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item05_00000000

6. Plat of lots along a river with an island, undated
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder02_item06_00000000

Series IV/Box 1/Folder 3
1. Ohio Company Survey Book, Ranges 8 – 16 and Allotments
   http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder03_item01_00000000
Series IV/Box 1/Folder 4
1. Plans of the Several Mile Square Lots of the Ohio Company's purchase with their various Subdivisions in the first, Second, Third and Fourth Townships of the Ninth Range, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder04_item01_00000000

Series IV/Box 1/Folder 5
1. Plans of the Several Mile Square Lots of the Ohio Company's purchase with their various Subdivisions in the first, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth Townships in the Tenth Range, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_box1_folder05_item01_00000000

Series IV/Drawer 1: Oversize

Series IV/Drawer 2: Oversize
1. Survey Book of the Ohio Company, 203 pages, 14-1/4 x 16-1/2 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer02_item01_00000000
2. Ohio Company Plat Maps, 114 pages, 14-1/4 x 20-1/4 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer02_item02_00000000

Series IV/Drawer 3: Oversize
1. View of the Northwest Block House, in Campus Martius Square from the Muskingum River, 13-1/4 x 8-1/4 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer03_item01_00000000
2. A Plan of Fort Campus Martius, 13 x 8 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer03_item02_00000000
3. Plat of a town [Athens, Ohio] with out Lots & c., 15 x 18-1/2 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer03_item03_03_00000000
4. Plan of the City, Marietta, laid out at the Confluence of the Rivers, Ohio and Muskingum, by Rufus Putnam and E. Ruggles, Jr., 16-3/4 x 20-1/2 inches, undated http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer03_item04_00000000

Series IV/Drawer 4: Oversize
1. D. Woodbridge map, 1793, Appropriated Lotts (Ranges 8, 9, and 10), 18-3/4 x 29-1/2 inches http://cdm16824.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/search/searchterm/mss001_series4_oversize_drawer04_item01_17930000